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Abstract 
In this paper we introduce a set of six logical values, which arises in the ap

plication of three-valued logics to time intervals, find its algebraic structure, and 
use it to define a six-valued logic. We then prove, by using algebraic properties 
of the class of De Morgan algebras, that this semantically defined logic can be 
axiomatized as Belnap's "useful" four-valued logic. Other directions of research 
suggested by the construction of this set of six logical values are described. 

l. Introduction 

Intelligent systems often have to make inferences within a certain time interval a.nd 
with limited resources available to them. For example, considera system that makes 
logical deductions based on the knowledge that it has already acquired from the 
external world. As additional kuowledge becomes available, the system refines its 
knowledge base, but at any point in time it should be a.ble to respond to a query 
ha.sed on its limited resources. 

As a.n example, imagine that robbot Robbie has gone to the zoo and is trying to 
identify certain animals that it observes [14]. Let's suppose that R,obbie is trying to 
verify the hypothesis that Bozo ( one of the animals) is a carnivore. One of the rules 
it considers is: 

If X eats meat, then X is a carnivore. 

N ow let 's a.ssume that Robbie knows that the feeding time for Bozo is between 10 
and 11am. Therefore, it knows that it will be possible to determine whether or not 
Bozo eats meat after 10am but not before (barring any other events that may lead 
to finding out about Bozo's eating habits). According to this knowledge, Robbie can 
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plan its reasoning process. Either it will make a decision based on what it knows now, 
or given more resources, it may wait until more information becomes available. 

Considering the above example, one might have the following exchanges with Rob
bie: 

Ql: Does Bozo eat meat? 
Al: I don't know. I will know it soon (provided that the time now is sorne time 

before 10am). 
A2: I don't know. I cannot know it today since they have already fed Bozo a.nd I 

just got here (provided that the time now is sorne time after 11am). 

Clearly, there is a difference between these two answers, in the sense that the first 
reflects a temporary lack of knowledge over a time interval, while the second indicates 
a definite lack of knowledge over the time interval. In fact, the six-valued logic 
introduced in [9] has been developed to capture and represent such differences, which 
would not be reflected if we used Kleene's three-valued logic [11] or Belnap's four
valued logic [2,3], which have a single "undefined" or "unknown" value. 

The purpose of this note is to find an axiomatization of the logic introduced in [9]. 
To this end we first present it and then, using an algebraic argument, prove that it 
can be axiomatized as Belnap's well-known logic. In a final section we have included 
sorne less formalized comments on sorne possible directions for research suggested by 
the original idea of [9). 

2. The six logical values 

Consider the three-valued logic of Kleene [11), where, besides the two classical values 
T (true) and F (false), a third value U is assigned to statements whose truth values 
are undecidable or undefined. We are going to use these values to represent our 
epistemic state about the truth value of a statement at a definite time point, a.nd we 
will extend them to obtain a new set of values which take into account the changes 
in our knowledge over a time interval. 

A statement p is assigned the value T (respectively F) at a time point when it is 
known to be true (respectively false) at that time point, while it is assigned the value 
U when it is not known to be either true or false at that time point. We assume 
that such assignment is always possible at each time point of the interval under 
consideration. Note, however, that here the value U does not merely reflecta lack of 
information, like in other logics, but rather a non-concluding result of the evaluation 
by the observer of all the available information, either from direct inspection of the 
facts or by other knowledge. 

Let Vt(P) represent the truth value of p at time point t. We consider variations 
of this truth value due to changes in our information, not due to the change of the 
'real' truth value itself. Therefore the assignment rules of our logic should satisfy the 
following conditions: 

If vn(P) = T a.nd t1 $ t2, then Vt2(p) = T. 

If vn(p) = F and t1 $ t2, then Vt2(P) =F. 
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These two requirements state that if statement p is decided (i.e., it is known to be true 
or false) at sorne time point, then its truth value must remain constant at any later 
time point. These two conditions together are called the monotonicity conditions. 
On the other hand, a statement whose truth value is not decided at a time point is 
a.ssigned the value U at that and earlier time points, while it may become T or F 
at later time points (and thus to remain so until the end of the interval). However, 
the observer may have sorne additional knowledge leading him to exclude one, or 
both, possibilities. Thus he may arrive at a joint evaluation of the truth values of 
the statement over a time interval T. Such an evaluation can be expressed as one of 
the following six possibilities, which represent the six possible patterns of change 
of the truth value of a sentence over a time interval: 

Definition l. Let us denote by M3 = {T, U, F} the set of truth values a statement 
can have at a time point. Then the values of a statement p over a time interval T 
are the following: 

(1) We say that p is t in T when p is T over all the time points in T. 

(2) We say that p is fin T when p is F over all the time points in T. 

(3) We say that p is u in T when p is U over all the time points in T. 

( 4) We say that p is k in T when p is U at sorne time points in T and may be 
either T or F at other time points in T. 

(5) We say that p is kl in T when p is U at sorne time points in T and may be T 
at other time points in T, but cannot be F at any time point in T. 

(6) We say that p is kO in T when p is U at sorne time points in T and may be F 
at other time points in T, but cannot be T at any time point in T. 

The set ofthese six values will be denoted by Ma, i.e., Ma = {t,f,u,k,kO,kl}. 

lt is ea.sy to see that these six cases cover all possible combinations of truth values 
that a statement can have over a time interval T, the missing case (p is T at sorne 
points and F at the other ones) obviously violating the monotonicity conditions re
quired above. We refer to the values t and fas decided, to the value u as undecidable, 
and to k, kO and kl as undecided, and among these the value k is sometimes called 
completely undecided. Note that we are using 'undecided' in the sense of 'not yet de
cided but not known to be undecidable', and thus partially opposed both to 'decided' 
and to 'undecidable'. To avoid confusion, in this paper we will refer to the elements of 
M3 as the 'truth values' or 'initial values' (although calling them 'knowledge values' 
would perhaps be a sounder choice), and will refer to the elements of M6 as just 
'values', 'new values', or 'logical values', since it is upon these that we will build our 
logic (therefore we will use them formally as truth values, the initial ones appearing 
only as the motivation for the introduction and behaviour of the new ones). 

As a.n example, let the time interval T be the month of October. Now consider 
the following statements: 

pl: lt will rain in October. 

p2: It will rain in December. 

p3: It will rain on October 19. 
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p4: It will not rain in October. 

lt is worth noting that at. no time point in interval T ( the month of October) can p 1 
have the truth value F, and that it will remain U unless it becomes T at sorne point. 
Thus, an observer having no information at ali will assign to pl over T the value kl; 
and by similar arguments, the values he will assign to p2, p3, and p4 will be u, k, 
and kO respectively. However, if the observer has sorne information, for instance if 
today is October 20, say, and he knows that yesterday it did rain, then the value he 
will assign to statement p3 over T will be kl, while the other three statements will 
receives the same values as in the first situation. 

A warning is here in order: The use of the above examples might suggest that 
our logic is specialiy designed to deal with temporal statements. This is by no means 
the case. Actually, from our ha.sic assumptions it follows that our logic cannot be 
applied to sentences containing temporaliy indefinite indices (13] like 'yesterday', 'next 
Sunday' and the like; such sentences change their meaning over time, and thus may 
violate the monotonicity conditions. As we pointed out before, for the same rea.son 
our logic cannot deal with statements whose truth value changes over time due to 
changes in their factual reference, like 'I am hungry' or 'My salary is $2,000 per 
month'. 

3. The logical connectives 

Our logic will be truth-functional with respect to the six new logical values, that is, 
the value of a combined statement will be the result of combining the values of its 
parts in the same way. Thus, the logic will be determined by the algebraic structure 
of M6. At the same time, we want our logic to be a refinement of Kleene's three
val ued logic, and since we can identifiy t,u and f with T, U and F, respectively, we 
are going to extend to Ms the definitions of ,, A, V on Kleene's strong three-valued 
logic, which follow the tables shown below. 

A F U T 
F F F F 
U F U U 
T F U T 

V F 
F F 
u u 
T T 

U T 
U T 
U T 
T T 

Figure 1: Kleene's three-valued truth-tables. 

The extension is easily made if we think of these new values as the sets o/ possible 
truth values that can be taken by a sentence in the interval T; then the following 
notation is implicit in Definition 1: t = {T}, f = {F}, u= {U}, k = {T,F, U}, kl 
= {T, U}, and kO = {F, U}. Now, it is clear that a combined sentence can have as 
values ali combinations of the possible values of its components. Thus, it is enough 
to apply the preceding tables to the members of each set to find a new set, which will 
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be represented by one of the six new values. Hence, to find the negation : 

,t = ,{T} = {,T} = {F} = f 
-,f = ,{F} = {,F} = {T} = t 
,u = ,{U} = {,U} = {U} = u 
,k = ,{T,F,U} = {,T,,F,,U} = {F, T, U} = k 

,kl = ,{T, U} = {,T,,U} = {F,U} = kO 
,kO = ,{F, U} = {,F,,U} = {T,U} = kl 

and similarly for A and V¡ we only highlight the following : 

k A u = {T, F, U} A {U} = {T A U, F A U, U A U, } = {U, F, U} = kO 
kVu = {T,F,U}V{U} = {TVU,FVU,UVU,} = {T,U,U} = kl 

From the above it is clear that if we had simply added the "undecided" value k to 
M3 in order to capture the differences mentioned in Section 1, then the two values 
kO and kl would have been generated to obtain a set of values closed under these 
connectives. 

With the operations A and V the set M6 has the structure of the finite {hence 
complete) distributive lattice shown in Figure 2. We refer to the partial order defined 
by this lattice as the truth order and denote it by 5t, or, if no confusion is likely to 
arise, simply by 5. This ordering relation expresses in a natural way the relationships 
between the degrees of truth implicit in the six values: It is natural to say that the 
degree of truth of a sentence which is evaluated to be completely undecided (k) over 
T is greater than the degree of truth of one which we know cannot be true at any 
point in T (kO) and is lower than one which we know cannot be false at any point 
in T (kl ), while cannot be compa.red to the one of a sentence which is known to be 
undecidable (u). 

If we consider the operation -, , we can easily check that it is an idempotent dual 
automorphism of the lattice structure of M6 , that is, it satisfies x = -,-,z and the 
so-called De Morgan laws ,(x A y)= ,x V ,y, and ,(x Vy) = ,x A ,y. Moreover, if 
we take into account the existence of a maximum element for 5t, t, then we conclude 
that M6 has the algebraic structure of a De Morgan algebra, see [1, chapter XI). 
The proof of the main result of Section 4 will be based on the following properties 
of De Morgan algebras (other useful universal algebraic concepts and results can be 

t 

u k 

f 

Figure 2: The lattices M4 (left) and M6 (right) under the truth order 5t, 
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found, for instance, in chapters l,II and XI of [1]). Recali that a variety, or equational 
class, is a class of algebras of the same similarity type definable by a set of equations; 
the variety generated by an algebra is defi.ned to be the least variety containing the 
generator. Then we have: 

Theorem 2. The variety generated by the algebra M6 is the class oí all De Morgan 
algebras. 

Proof: As we havejust said, M6 is itself a De Morgan algebra, therefore the variety 
generated by M6 will be a subvariety of the class of ali De Morgan algebras. According 
to Theorem Xl.3.1 of [1], the only proper such subvarieties are those of Boolean 
algebras and of Kleene algebras. But M6 is certainly not a Boolean algebra, neither 
is it a Kleene algebra, since it does not satisfy the inequality x /\ -,x ~ y V -,y 
(put for instance x = k and y = u). Thus M6 does not belong to any of the 
proper subvarieties, therefore the subvariety it generates must be the whole class of 
De Morgan algebras. • 

The class of De Morgan algebras is normally considered to be generated by the 
four-element algebra M4 shown in Figure 2 (this algebra is calied M2 in [1, p. 214ffj, 
4 or L4 in [3], and :FOUR, in [5]). Thus, both M4 and M6 generate the same 
equational class. As a consequence we have: 

Corollary 3. Any equation true in M4 is true in M6 and conversely. 

Proof: From its definition it follows that the variety generated by an algebra is 
exactly the class of ali algebras which satisfy ali the equations true in the generator. 
The result then follows directly from Theorem 2 and the above observations. D 

4. The six-valued logic 

In this Section we are going to use M6 to define a logic, that is, a relation of conse
quence between formulas of a specified formal language, and to prove that it can be 
axiomatized in the same form as Belnap's four-valued logic, that is, as relations of 
consequence these two logics will be the same. 

Let us consider Form the set of sentential formulas built over sorne set of sen
tential variables Var together with the logical connectives /\ (binary: conjunction, 
'and'), V (binary: disjunction, 'or') and -, (unary: negation, 'not'), and with two 
constant symbols T (the truth constant, 'true') and .l (the falsum constant, 'false'). 
Thus Form is the absolutely free algebra of similarity type (2,2,1,0,0) over the set of 
generators Var. Its operations are denoted by the same symbols used in M6 and in 
any other algebra of the same similarity type. lf we want to use M 6 as the set of 
logical values that sentences can have, then we must begin with the following: 

Definition 4. We call valuation any assignment oí values oí the set M 6 to the 
sentential variables oí Var, that is, any mapping v : Var --+ M 6 • These mappings 
are extended to tbe wbole set Form witb the usual formulas 

v( <p /\ 1/J) = v( <p) /\ v( 1/J) 
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v( <.p V 1/J) = v( <.p) V v( 1/J) 
v(-,r.p) = -,v( <.p) 

v(T) = t 
v(.l) = f. 

Equivalently, due to the freeness of the algebra Form, we can just say that :valuations 
are the homomorphisms from the algebra Form to the algebra M6. 

The basic idea in the definition of our logic will be that a sentence 1/J follows 
from another one r.p, as far as this semantics is concerned, whenever it gives a better 
approximation to truth in every situation, that is, whenever it has a greater degree 
of truth in every assignment. Here is where the truth-order of M6 enters the picture: 
we want a relation l=6 of semantical entailment such that, in symbols, <.p F6 1/J 
whenever v( <.p) ~t v( 1/J) for aJ.l valuations v. Note that we are not using the algebra 
M 6 as a logical matrix in the customary way ( see [15] for instan ce) taking { t} as the 
'designated' subset, that is, we do not say that 1/J follows from <.p just when v( r.p) = t 
implies v( 1/J) = t for aJ.l valuations v. This would be too strong, and the resulting 
logic would recognize as val.id many inferences which are not so in terms of degrees of 
truth; instead we use the finer structure of order in M5. This idea can be extended 
to arbitrary sets of premises by mea.ns of two conventions: 

1) That the joint val u e of a fini te set of sen ten ces is just the value of their conjunction 
( thus giving the conjunction symbol A the content of its in tui ti ve interpretation 
'and'). 

2) That the relation of logical consequence corresponding to l=6 must be finitary, 
that is, the consequences of an infinite set are just the consequences of its finite 
subsets. 

lf we adopt these two conventions we arrive naturally at the following: 

Definition 5. Let E ~ Form a.nd 1/J E Form. We then say that E F6 1/J if a.nd 
only if there are 'PI, ... , 'Pn E E (for some n ~ 1) such that for any valuation 
v, v(<.p1)A ... Av(r.pn) ~ v(t/J). Moreover, forany <.p,1/J E Form, we put <.p l=l6 1/J ifand 
only if <.p l=6 1/J and 1/J F6 <.p, that is, if and only if for any valuation v, v( <.p) = v( 1/J). 

The symbol 'I=' indicates that we are dealing with an entailment relation defined 
by semantical methods, and the subscript '6' indicates that the set of values is in 
fact M 6 • Now we are going to see that this logic can represent, in sorne sense, the 
equations which are true in this algebra. Note that, since the similarity type of M6 
is the same as the one of Form, the equations interpretable in this algebra can be 
written in the form <.p ~ 1/J, where <.p and 1/J are sentences of Form; we just have to 
think that the sentential variables now represent arbitrary elements of M6 instead of 
arbitrary sentences of the language ( of course, this al.so holds for any algebra of the 
same similarity type). We then have at once: 

Proposition 6. An equation <.p ~ 1/J is true in M6 if and only if <.p 1=16 1/J. 

Proof: An equation is true in an algebra if and only if its two sides receive the same 
interpretation when the variables are substituted by elements of that algebra, in any 
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form. Formally expressed, this is to say that for any valuation v from Form into 
M6 , we have that v( cp) = v( '1/J), and by definition 5 this is equivalent to cp f=l6 1/>. O 

Now we are ready to compare the logic t=6 with Belnap's. Let us denote the latter 
by t=4 ; it is defined (see [3,5]) in exactly the same way as F6 with M4 in the place 
of M6 • Similarly, we also have f=l4 , and it holds that the equation cp ~ tp is true in 
M4 if and only if cp f=l 4 t/J. (More details on the connections between F• and the 
class of De Morgan algebras can be found in [6,7,8]) Then: 

Theorem 7. F6 = F4 • 

Proof: Because of the two conventions we adopted in defining both logics, to prove 
that they are equal it is enough to prove that they are equal on single formulas, that 
is, to prove that for any cp, 1/> E Form, cp F6 tp if and only if cp F4 t/J. But both 
algebras are lattices, and thus the ordering relation can be expressed equationally, 
namely a ~ b ~ a = a A b, for any a, b in M4 and also in M6. Hence, the two 
logics satisfy cp Fi 1/> if and only if cp l==j¡ cp A 1/>, for i = 4, 6. But from Proposition 6 
and Corollary 3 we know that H6 = H4, therefore we conclude that F6 = F4. O 

Corollary 8 ( Completeness ). The following set of rules is adequate and complete 
for the logic F6: 

(Axiom) cp 1- cp 

(Weakening) 
r 1- cp 

(Cut) 
r 1- cp r,cpl-t/J 

f,1/>l-cp r 1- 1/> 

(A 1-) r, cp, 1/> 1- e (1- A) 
r 1- cp r 1- t/J 

r,cpA'l/>1-e fl-cpA'I/> 

(v 1-) 
r,cp1-e r,1/>r-e (1- V) 

r 1- cp r 1- t/J 
f,cpV'I/JI-~ fl-cpVtp fr-cpV'I/> 

(-,) cp 1- 1P 
-, 1P 1- -, cp 

(-,-,f-) r, cp 1- 1/> (1- -,-, ) r 1- cp 
r' -,-,cp 1- 1/> r 1- -,-,cp 

where cp, 1/>, ! are arbitrary elements of Form, r is a non-empty and fi.nite subset 
of Form, and the rules have been expressed in a standard Gentzen-style formalism. 
Note that the rules of Exchange and Contraction are implicit in this formalism since 
we use subsets rather than sequences of formulas. 

Proof: See [7, Theorem 2) and also [3, pp. 15,16). A Hilbert-style formalism will be 
presented in [8). • 

Having reached the goal of this section, we would like to point out that the equality 
of the two logics F6 and F4 <loes not imply that the two sets of logical values are 
identical in any sense, or that either set can be interpreted in terms of the other. This 
equality is a formal result, which as a consequence, for instance, tells us that we can 
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obtain a syntactic formulation of F6 by looking at one of F4 ¡ but from the point of 
view of applications, it may happen that each situation requires the use of only one 
of the sets of logical values. Far instance, it is clea.r that in our six-valued model we 
do not take into account the possibility of contradictory informations coming from 
independent sources, which is the basis for [2,3] and a host of subsequent works, and 
conversely, these works only refer to values at time points, not over intervals, which 
was the ha.sis for [9] and related papers. 

5. Other directions of research 

In this section we merely indicate sorne additional features of our logic, which may 
lead to di:fferent lines of research. 

The knowledge-order, and weak interlaced bilattices 

We have so far considered the set M6 with sorne structure, namely the one given by 
the ordering relation ~t known as truth order, which a.rises from the original ordering 
of M3 understood as a 'degree of truth' arder. However, the six elements of M6 can 
also be naturally ordered based on the completeness of the knowledge they represent. 
In the Al literature, this pa.rtial arder has been referred to as the knowledge order 
[10] and denoted by ~k. In a knowledge arder, we say that a valuation v tells us 
more about a sentence '1/; than about a sentence 1.p when v(1.p) ~k v('I/;). This partial 
ordering naturally exists in M 6 in the sense that the knowledge or information content 
of a sentence with value t, u or f is higher than that concerning a sentence with 
undecided value (k, kl or kO); and similarly the degree of knowledge of a sentence 
with completely undecided value (k) is lower than that concerning one with value 
kl or kO. lt is clea.r that the three decided values a.re incomparable with each other 
in this partial ordering, and al.so the two not completely undecided. Figure 3 is a 
Hasse diagram displaying the knowledge ordering ~k in M6 ¡ note that if we read this 
diagram from left to right then it also represents the truth order ~t in M 6 • 

lf we think of the members of M6 as subsets of M3, then the knowledge order can 
be simply described as the inverse of the inclusion relationship: the greater a subset 
is, the less information it contains. This is so because each new value is just the set of 
possible values that a sentence can take over the time interval. This is in contrast to 

f u t 

k 

Figure 3: The set M6 ordered under the knowledge order ~k 
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the parallel definition of the knowledge order in Belnap's logic developed in Section 
2 of [5], where each new _ value represents the set of values that a sentence actually 
(and simultaneously) has: in such interpretation, the more values a sentence has, the 
more information we have about it. 

It is clear from Figure 3 that under the knowledge order $k the set M6 is not a 
lattice: a meet exists for any subset, and thus any subset having a common upper 
bound has a join; but in general joins need not exist. Actually it can be checked 
that this is an example of what Fitting calls a complete semilattice (see definition 3.7 
of [5]): A partially ordered set that is closed under arbitrary meets and under joins 
of directed subsets, which is a stronger property. (A subset D is directed if for ali 
x, y E D there is a z E D such that x $ z and y $ z ). 

The existence of these two partial orders together with the good relationships 
holding between them seem to be closely related to the notion of bilattice, introduced 
by Ginsberg (see [10] for a survey) and further refined by Fitting (5] under the name 
of interlaced bilattice. By slightly modifying Fitting's definition we can introduce the 
notion of weak interlaced bilattice: A set W together with two partial orderings 
$t and $k such that: (1) $t gives W the structure of a complete lattice, (2) $k 
gives W the structure of a complete semilattice, (3) the meet and join operations 
for $tare monotone with respect to $k, and (4) the meet and (whenever it exists) 
the join for $k are monotone with respect to $t. (See Fitting's comments, after 
his Definition 3.1, on how to interpret the "interlacing" conditions (3) and (4) when 
they involve infinite operations.) Since in sorne applications (see (4] for instance) the 
completeness of both orders is deleted in the definition of (interlaced) bilattice, we 
can also delete it here. 

lt can be easily verified that M 6 with the truth order and the knowledge order 
introduced in this paper is a weak interlaced bilattice, either with or without the 
completeness requirement. In the second part of this section we will see that this is 
a very common structure. On the other hand, Ginsberg and Fitting ( among others) 
have developed a powerful machinery to take advantage of the functionality and ver
satility of the notion of (interlaced) bilattice, opening its application to many areas 
of Computer Science. It should now be possible to extend this machinery to weak 
interlaced bilattices and provide a setting for extensions to logic programming to deal 
with truth values of sentences over time intervals rather than time points. 

The intervals construction, and weak bilattices 

The reader might have observed that the truth order $t on M6 was introduced 
in Section 3 in a rather ad hoc way, only as a by-product of the connectives A, V. 
However, the elements of M6 are not just sorne of the subsets of M3 , but they 
are exactly all the (non-empty) intervals of this set when ordered like in Kleene's 
logic: F $ U $ T. It so happens that this is only a particular case of the general 
construction outlined below, where the definitions of the two orderings and their 
lattice operations turn out to have a direct and natural forro. 

Let us start with a 'ha.sic' set of truth values L with an ordering relation $ which 
gives it the structure of a complete lattice, whose meet we denote by A and whose 
join we denote by V, and with mínimum F and maximum T. Then we consider the 
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set of all (non-empty) intervals of L : 

l(L) = {[a,b]: a,b EL with a$ b} 

where we put [a ,b] = {x E L : a $ x $ b}. Then we can define a truth order and 
a knowledge order over intervals in a fairly natural way: An interval is truth-greater 
than another when it is 'closer to truth T' in the following sense: 

[a,b] St [c,d] iff a$ e and b $ d 

while, as we have already explained, an interval contains more information when it is 
smaller: 

[a,b] Sk [c,d] iff a$ e and d $ b, that is, [c,d] ~ [a,b] 

It can be easily checked that these two relations are partial orders in l( L) and that 
this set becomes a weak interlaced bilattice in the sense stated above. The mínimum 
of the truth order is f = (F, F] = {F} and its maximum is t = (T, T] = {T} while 
the mínimum for the knowledge order is k = [T , F] = L. There is no maximum for 
Sk but each point p EL gives a maximal element of l(L), namely [p ,p] = {p}. The 
meet andjoin operations for the truth order are respectively (a ,b]A[c,d] = [a/\c ,b/\d] 
and [a, b] V [e, d] = [a V e, b Vd], the meet for the knowledge order is [a, b] ®[e, d] = 
[a A e, b V d], and the join for the knowledge order exists if and only if the intervals 
are not disjoint, and then it is [a, b] EB [e, d] = [a V e, b Ad]. It is interesting to remark 
the formal similarity between the definitions found in this construction and the ones 
in the so-called 'world-based bilattices' of [10, Section 4.5]. 

We can then see that M6 = l(M3 ) in its whole structure, that is, both its two 
orders and their lattice operations are instances of this general construction. But 
there is more, the negation can also be treated in a similar way: Suppose that L 
has a negation -, giving it the structure of a De Morgan algebra. Then we can 
define the following operation in l(L): ,[a,b] = [,b,,a]. It can be checked that 
this satisfies, for arbitrary [¡, /2 E l( L), that 11 St 12 implies ,12 St /1, that 
11 Sk h implies ,11 Sk h, and that ,,11 = 11. Thus, this is a weak interlaced 
bilattice with negation in the sense of [5). Moreover this negation satisfies the De 
Margan laws with respect to A and V, that is, l(L) is a De Morgan algebra; but 
it also satisfies ,(11 ® 12) = ,11 ® ,12, and ,(11 EB 12) = ,11 EB ,12 whenever the 
joins exist. Therefore l(L) satis:fies ali the requirements stated in Defi.nition 4.1 of 
[10) to be a bilattice, except the upwards completeness of Sk. This suggests to us 
the introduction of a notion of weak bilattice which would bear to the notion of 
bilattice the same relationship that the notion of weak interlaced bilattice to the one 
of interlaced bilattice. 

The above constructions show us that if L is any complete De Morgan algebra 
then I(L) is both a weak interlaced bilattice with negation and a weak bilattice. 
The development and study of these constructions and of the general concept of 
weak bilattice, as well as the study of the class of De Morgan algebras of intervals, 
together with the develpment of applications generalizing those of bilattices, are sorne 
of the directions of research that show up naturally in this situation. Note that the 
consideration of the intervals of any set of truth values is a natural issue in many 
kinds of applications dealing with incomplete information, aproxímate reasoning, etc. 
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The initial set L will in most cases be the real interval [O, 1), like in probabilistic 
logic (12), or sorne subset of it closed under negation (i.e., symmetrical with respect 
to ½ ), like in fuzzy logic [16), where other lattices are al.so used as sets of values. See 
[10) for more references. 

Extension to other multi-valued logics 

Up to now we have extended to an arbitrary set of truth values the mathematical 
construction which led us from Kleene's three-valued logic to our six-valued logic. 
But it is obvious that this does not constitute an extension of the original idea of [9). 
In fact, the previous constructions did not take the time factor into account. Doing 
so while starting from a many-valued logic presents more difficulties, and as now we 
do not see any clear and general solution. 

Actually, there were two elements in our original idea: First, we considered an 
'undecided' value U representing fa.ilure to assign any of the accepted truth values 
to a sentence. Second, we considered the variations of the assignments of truth 
values (including U) due to changes in our information. Many systems of many
valued logic have dealt with the first issue by treating U as the empty subset; and 
it is indeed possible to do so in our construction L .,_. I(L) thus obtaining a set 
I*(L) = I(L) U {0} which turns out to be justa bilattice in the ordinary sense (the 
presence of 0 preventing EB from being monotone with respect to 5t ). The resulting 
mathematical theory is beautiful, but this aga.in does not help us in our purpose of 
taking the passage of time into account. 

In principie the scheme could be as follows: We start with an initial set of values 
L (which may well be I(V), or I*(V), for some other more ha.sic set V) understood 
as a structure of degrees of truth (for instance, a complete De Morgan algebra). We 
assume that at each time point, a sentence can be assigned one of these values, or else 
we assign to ita new value U, thus obta.ining a second set L* = L U {U}. We should 
then select the order in L*, which could compare U to the other truth values, and 
state a refined monotonicity condition which would determine the family of subsets 
of L • that a sentence can take over a time interval. 

But it seems there is no universal recipe on how to perform these two choices. They 
may depend on the interpretation of the initial truth values L. For instance, if they 
are degrees of truth in the sense of fuzzy logic, or probabilities, then assigning one of 
these values is a sort of 'final evaluation' and should not be changed by the acquisition 
of more information; this would result in a very restrictive monotonicity condition. 
On the other hand, if they represent degrees or certa.inty, or degrees of belief for ( or 
aga.inst) a sentence, or approximations to the 'real' truth value (like an interval), then 
a sentence can increase (or decrease) its value as soon as more information is ava.ilable, 
and thus the monotonicity condition would not be so restrictive. And the same can 
be sa.id of the problem of ordering U with respect to L, that is, of deciding about the 
degree of truth of the undecided: It seems always rea.sonable to have F 5 U 5 T, 
but nothing more seems to be reasonably general. 
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